Towers

Specialty Structures 
Specialty Structures to Meet Specific Communications Needs
ERI offers a wide variety of specialty towers for FM, TV, Cellular, and non-broadcast use. Our professional team of in-house
engineers can design these towers to meet your specific needs and ERI will fabricate them with the same manufacturing
excellence featured in all of our standard tower lines.

Integrated Antenna Support Structures
• LAMBDA®
• COGWHEEL®

Other Specialty Structures
• CELL-THRU™
• Lighting Structures
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LAMBDA® Optimized Mounting System
Extending the Dimensions of Performance
The LAMBDA® Optimized Mounting System is intended to accompany your ERI
antenna. The combination of the antenna element and the matching LAMBDA®
section significantly increases the predictability of the resulting pattern shape.
The result is more signal in your market and elimination of “holes” in your
coverage area.
ERI’s LAMBDA® Optimized Mounting System will provide optimum antenna
performance. The LAMBDA® system’s design considers the resonant and
resulting non-reactive fractional lengths of your frequency. Each LAMBDA®
section’s overall length is equal to the wavelength of the matching antenna.
Every LAMBDA® section is electrically symmetric to the antenna element’s
mounting position. The result is an identical, controlled energy distribution
regardless of the element’s position in the array.
The success of an FM system is highly dependent upon knowing your coverage
pattern. The relationship between the antenna and the support structure will
have a great effect on the determination of your market area. Understanding
how the support structure will deform the antenna’s broadcast characteristics
is vitally important. Antennas sold for FM broadcast are generally advertised
as having omnidirectional characteristics (uniform radiation in all azimuth
directions) .The qualifying statement, “based upon free space evaluation,” usually
goes unnoticed. “Free space” means the measurement was made without the
influence of the mounting structure. However, the mounting structure can
greatly impair an antenna’s ability to provide a uniform broadcast pattern.
Determining the antenna radiation characteristics as a function of mounting
can be best accomplished by exploratory investigations. Through full-scale and
fractional-scale tests, ERI can accurately and prudently determine the broadcast
properties of your antenna/tower relationship.

Advantages Of The LAMBDA® Application:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased control of the antenna’s pattern shape
Reduced antenna pattern study costs
Reduced antenna optimization costs
Reduced directional antenna costs
Uncomplicated antenna installation

NOTE: Pattern shape estimates are available.
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LAMBDA® Optimized
Mounting System
Antenna/Tower System
for Top-Mounted LPTV
Applications
Electronics Research Inc. makes
possible a unique solution to Lowand Medium-Power Top-Mounted
Antenna Applications.
The LAMBDA® Antenna Structure
was developed to overcome the
disadvantages of distortion to the
antenna pattern by the support
structure.
The
advantage…
performance nearly identical to a
free-space condition allowing the
flexibility of choosing top-mounted
antennas for tower or roof-top
applications.
Intended for economical, high quality
community broadcast stations, this
system will also be available for
immediate implementation of DTV
channels.
ERI’s ALP Antennas are built with high
quality materials to ensure maximum
reliability to the broadcaster.
Patterns measured in the factory
using state of the art equipment
allow for reliable performance in
the field. Comprehensive service
and support are standard with ERI
broadcast antennas.
Like all ERI broadcast products,
LAMBDA® Antenna Structures are
supported by a complete selection
of system products including
Andrew HELIAX® transmission line
and the follow-up support for which
ERI has been known for more than
60 years.

The range test data above demonstrates performance nearly identical to free space condition. The
dotted line indicates free space the pattern, while the shaded area indicates LAMBDA® Range test
data.
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COGWHEEL® FM Antenna Support Structure
Ten years of intensive research and development has resulted in the ERI COGWHEEL®
FM antenna system. Capable of operating across the FM band, it combines high
power handling capabilities, outstanding radiation characteristics and mounting
flexibility.
The COGWHEEL® can be used as a single or multi- station antenna. The COGWHEEL®
antenna system allows several high powered stations to benefit from its cost Features
efficiency, superior radiation qualities and state-of-the-art technology.
• Configurations available to allow
multiplexing simulcast FM IBOC
Radiating elements are made of brass and copper. Masts and screens are hotsignals.
dip galvanized. Stainless steel hardware is used throughout. These outstanding
features provide performance and durability. The unique design of the COGWHEEL® • Existing installations can be retrofit
eliminates the need for electrical deicing. Its feed points, baluns and feed couplers
for dual input operation.
are enclosed in a pressurized environment. Optional element radomes or deicing • 20 Megahertz operating bandwidth
heaters are available for use in remote areas where severe icing is expected.
• Power Ratings up to 280 Kilowatts.
The COGWHEEL® is designed with three or four ERI Type 1080 radiating elements • ±1.5db Typical Horizontal Plane
at each level. Screening is provided to isolate the support structure and control
Pattern Circularities (Pole Mounted)
adjacent element coupling. Pole mounted systems incorporate the mounting pole
• Excellent Axial Ratio
in the system design.
• Electrical Deicers not required
The COGWHEEL® produces a horizontal plane relative field pattern of +/- 1.5 db
circularity (when pole mounted) over the FM band. Even on square structures with • Split Feed System, allows partial
antenna use in an emergency
8 foot face dimensions, the “Cogwheel” produces a pattern of +/- 2 db.
• All elements are at DC Ground
Beam tilt and null fill are available. Vertical plane relative field patterns are available
Potential for Lightning Protection
upon request to determine individual station gain. At one wavelength element
• The 1080 design simplifies the
spacing, gain is approximately one-half the number of element levels.
antenna feed system requiring only
The COGWHEEL® uses single or dual transmission line in-puts. With the use of a dual
one semi-flexible coaxial feeder be
line system, the COGWHEEL® can continue to operate on one half of the antenna in
used to supply power to each bay
the unlikely event of a failure in the other half.
element
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Other Specialty Structures
Cell-Thru Antenna System
The Cell-Thru system is a unique solution to prevent antenna
gain loss for almost any type of omni antenna. Developed
to overcome the disadvantages of distortion to the antenna
pattern by the support structure for FM antenna, it can also
be applied to TV, cellular, PCS, or MMDS applications.
The advantage is performance nearly identical to a “free
space” condition allowing the flexibility of choosing top
mounted antennas for tower or roof top applications.
The Cell-Thru System is constructed of high quality materials
to ensure maximum reliability to the broadcaster.

Lighting Standards
ERI can design structures to accommodate non-broadcast
equipment such as field lighting or lightning protection
systems.
Contact an ERI representative today to get more information
on the specific specialty structure to fit your needs. Our
engineers are available for consultation by phone or on site.
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